
TERM 1
WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 1 -  2022

INQUIRY FOCUS
To investigate Social Responsibility and how to apply it to 
everyday life. 
To make connections to the past and determine how we have 
changed over time.
To understand the history of Canberra where we live and make
comparisons.
To predict, hypothesise and problem-solve.
Help me at home by telling me stories about the past or by pointing out
interesting landmarks and places that we come across in Canberra. 

PERSONAL GOALS
To choose a personal reading goal for the remainder of
Term 3 and Term 4 to work on during 'reading to self time',
guided reading sessions and one-on-one sessions with
teachers and educators.
You can help me at home by reading with me each day
and recording this in my Home Reading log.

LITERACY
To read with strategies such as re-reading and reading on. 
To use inferring skills to understand literal and implied 
information in books. 
To write and record ideas using capital letters, finger spaces, full stops and compound
sentences.
To enhance our oral language and writing with descriptive language and increasing
vocabulary. 
To speak and listen with confidence and respect.
Help me at home by encouraging me to read and write about the things that interest
me. A personal journal could be a great tool to support this! 

NUMERACY
To investigate a range of addition strategies and how we use 
these in our everyday lives. 
To investigate and practise a range of subtraction strategies.
To develop an understanding of time durations, money concepts, 
chance and probability.
Help me at home by asking me to add and subtract everyday items.
Challenge me to read the analogue clock! Support me to understand
chance and probability by discussing weather patterns and the change of
rain on particular days.

OUR SCHOOL VALUES

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE -
Library
1TWT - Wednesday
1JBT  -  Tuesday
1MKT - Tuesday
1NFT -   Wednesday
1BMT -  Wednesday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1TWT - Friday
1JBT -   Monday
1MKT - Wednesday
1NFT -   Thursday
1BMT - Monday

THE ARTS
1TWT -  Wednesday
1JBT - Tuesday
1MKT - Tuesday
1NFT - Monday
1BMT - Tuesday

WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 1 -  2022

TERM 3 WEEK 7 - TERM 4 WEEK 10

To be a RESPECTFUL. 
We do this by treating others with care and kindness,
following classroom routines and looking after our resources
and learning environment.
You can help me at home by acknowledging my effort to be
respectful towards my family, friends, pets, belongings and
environment.


